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Abstract— We propose an approach to vision-based pose
estimation using object recognition and identity. Whereas feature based scene recognition and pose estimation methods are
well established as effective means for estimating motion and
recognizing locations, feature-based methods depend critically
on the detection of common local features from one view of
a scene to another. We focus on place recognition and pose
change estimation in the context of large changes in viewing
position, even to the extent that no common surfaces are seen
between the two views. Our approach is based on using object
identities and their inter-relationship to compute pose change.
An important secondary outcome of our method is that it
simultaneously infers the 3D poses of objects in the scene that
are used as features. Such an object-based approach is inspired
by a vast literature on human perception and has the potential
for great robustness, albeit at the expense of accuracy. We
propose a formulation of the problem using pairwise contextual
constraints and develop an efficient algorithmic solution. We
validate the approach and quantify its performance using the
publicly available TUM SLAM dataset [1].

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper describes a new approach for camera pose
estimation that is based upon inference of the 3D poses
of objects in the observed scene. Reasoning about object
poses introduces strong opportunities to use prior knowledge,
such as the expected size of each object and contextual
constraints that govern the relative layout of collections of
nearby objects. As seen in the example provided by Figure 1,
our method utilizes only RGB images captured from distinct
locations, and based on object detections from a learned
appearance model, we estimate both the 3D pose of each
object in the scene as well as the relative 3D pose of the
cameras.
We focus on wide-baseline camera pose estimation, as
it is particularly well-suited to benefit from object-level
reasoning. Unlike local features such as SIFT [2], where
finding correspondences between images depends on stable
local appearance, whole-object recognizers trained using
large modern datasets are often able to recognize objects
across a wide range of viewpoints [3], [4]. Whether we see
the hood or the trunk, we still recognize the presence of a
car. The wide-baseline pose estimation problem is one of
the most difficult remaining aspects of visual SLAM. It is
also a key element of global visual localization, collaborative
multi-robot mapping and camera sensor networks.
As is common in visual navigation, finding correct correspondences between images is pre-requisite to effective pose
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Context-driven object-based pose estimator

Fig. 1: Our method uses 2D bounding box detections of
objects from two far-apart viewpoints to predict the 6-dof
camera transformation between views. Top row shows the
objects detected from two views. Bottom row shows the
reference camera (white) the ground truth camera transformation (green), and the estimated camera transformation
(red). Our algorithm also estimates 3D bounding cuboids for
each detected object.

estimation. False correspondences may arise when multiple
objects of the same category are detected in an image, or
when false positives are present. Thus, it is crucial that we
select correspondences that are consistent with the scene
geometry, which in our case consists of camera and object
poses. The core element that enables our method to estimate
3D object poses from 2D image evidence (in the form of
rectangular bounding boxes), is prior knowledge about the
geometric relationship between objects, commonly referred
to as object-to-object context. Here, we utilize a detailed
geometric context model that we have previously proposed
[5], which helps us to predict the 3D pose of objects from different camera views, and in turn helps to reject inconsistent
correspondences. Our results demonstrate that this approach
is highly effective in selecting correct correspondences for
the benchmarks considered.
Beyond being a useful constraint to estimate camera
motion, object pose in 3D is a highly desireable map representation. Recovering this level of knowledge has been the
goal of previous efforts integrating many sensing modalities
[6], but here we recover object maps using only a pair of
RGB images. The remainder of this paper will describe the

TABLE I: Contextual model for monitor-keyboard
FGD dimensions
left-left-x
left-right-x
right-left-x
right-right-x
top-top-y
top-bottom-y
bottom-top-y
bottom-bottom-y
front-front-z
front-back-z
back-front-z
back-back-z
relative-yaw

value
-0.04 m
0.04 m

0
0.06 m

π rad

weights
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
5
3
0
0
0
2

extensive related literature, outline our method and describe
experiments and results on sequences of images from a
publicly available dataset of indoor office images.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many authors have addressed object recognition, pose
estimation and the problem of relating object identity to
the underlying scene. This ensemble of interlinked problems represents one of the biggest research topics in both
computer vision and computational perception, as well as
robotics, and has been considered in the literature in both
robotics and computer vision [7], [8]. For example Torralba
et al. developed an early and highly influential context-based
vision system for place and object recognition that was
able to identify familiar locations using “gist” appearance
models [9]. The relationship between object identity and
scene structure was exploited for the purposes of image
segmentation by Gould et al. wherein they used region
boundaries as a step toward full object identification [10]. At
the full object level, geometric context such as the notion of
a common support plane have been studied by many authors
(e.g., Bao et al. [11]). The awareness that there should be an
exploitable connection between different levels of abstraction
and different computational modalities goes back to some of
the earliest results in computational vision [7].
The most closely related work to our own are methods
that perform pose estimation using objects as a feature
representation [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. We have been
inspired by several of the geometric constructions, Bao’s
relation between image bounding boxes to 3D cuboids [12],
as well as the focus on data association as a core inference
step in Mu et a. [17]. We are not aware of any previous
method that has used detailed pairwise spatial context models
within the pose estimation reasoning, which is our central
focus.
III. R ELEVANCE - AWARE C ONTEXT
A. Face-centric Geometric Descriptors (FGDs)
In this work we make heavy use of context to regularize
our estimates of 3D object poses. To characterize the 3D
spatial relationship between two objects, we use face-centric
geometric descriptors (FGDs) which we have introduced

Fig. 2: Illustration of two dimensions of a face-centric
geometric descriptor (FGD), shown by the green bounding
box and associated red coordinate frame.

previously [5]. An object A is represented by its oriented
bounding cuboid, where the orientation is determined by its
front face. We extract 6 points to summarize the cuboid’s
geometry, with one point on the center of each face. We
denote these points as A-left, A-right, A-front, A-back,
A-top, and A-bottom. To represent the spatial relationship
between A and a second object B, we express both objects in
the reference frame of A. Here A is the “anchor” and B is the
“follower”. We then construct feature dimensions of the FGD
of A-B by subtracting corresponding positional elements
between points on A from points on B. For instance, we
can construct the dimension right-left-x by subtracting the x
element of A-right from that of B-left. Figure 2 illustrates
two of the dimensions of an FGD for the monitor-keyboard
relationship. To describe relative orientation, we add relative
yaw to the FGD. We do not model roll and pitch since objects
in indoor scenes are typically aligned with the gravity vector.
The full list of FGD feature dimensions are shown in the first
column of Table I.
B. Context Modelling
Our context model describes the geometric spatial relationship between two objects that are represented by their
oriented bounding cuboids. A context model for an anchor
object A and follower object B, denoted as ΓAB has two
components:
AB
• An FGD vector Γf gd describing the typical relative
position of the two objects
AB
• A weight vector Γw
of the same dimension as the
FGD
Then, given an FGD vector Xci ,cj representing an observed relationship between a cuboid ci and a cuboid cj , we
can evaluate how well it conforms to ΓAB by computing
1
Ψcont (ΓAB , Xci ,cj ) = AB
(1)
AB
Γw · |Γf gd − Xci ,cj | + 1
A higher value of Ψcont (ΓAB , Xci ,cj ) indicates better
conformity to the context model.
Table I provides an example of a hand-coded context
model describing the monitor-keyboard relationship, where
monitor is the anchor. Column 2 of Table I shows the values
for each dimensions, and column 3 shows the weights. Some

(a) No relevance

(b) With relevance

Fig. 3: Without modelling contextual relevance (a), the
keyboard and mouse on the desk to the left incorrectly try to
align with the monitor on the desk to the right. Our relevanceaware context modelling (b) resolves this problem and leads
to a more accurate 3D reconstruction.

of the value entries are empty since their corresponding
weight is zero and therefore has no impact on the contextual score. A higher weight means discrepancies in that
dimension will affect the contextual score more severely. The
highest weight is given to bottom-bottom-y which means
above all else, we insist that the bottom of the two objects
are co-planar (sitting on the same surface).
While we have shown that these context models can be
automatically learned from data [5], in this work we find it
sufficient to manually construct them. FGDs offer a natural
way for humans to specify relationships in terms of object
boundaries.
C. Contextual Relevance
One difficulty with using inter-object relationships is that
many contextual cues are conditionally applicable. Consider
the scene presented in Figure 3a. The keyboard and mouse
belonging with the monitor on the left try to align themselves
to face the monitor on the other desk to the right. This in
turn causes the monitor on the left desk to turn to better
accommodate the mouse and keyboard in front of it. As a
result, we have a set of poorly fitted bounding cuboids.
To gain better robustness to far away objects, we introduce
the notion of contextual relevance. Let

pose Pt respectively, we aim to estimate the relative 6-dof
transformation T from Pr to Pt . We use Faster-RCNN [3] to
detect objects in both images, and for each detected bounding
box, we use the known scale of the object to sample a
collection of bounding cuboids in 3D space whose projected
bounding box aligns well with the detection. We define a
scene as a collection of bounding cuboids, where each cuboid
is generated from a different bounding box. Since we have
multiple cuboid hypotheses for each bounding box, we end
up with many scene hypotheses.
Having a set of scene hypotheses Sr for Ir and St for
It . We search for the pair of scenes sr ∈ Sr and st ∈
St whose bounding cuboid layouts are maximally spatially
consistent. By corresponding the cuboids in sr and st , we
can use their relative transformations to estimate the camera
transformation T . The remainder of this section will describe
each step in detail.
A. Generating Cuboids
To generate 3D cuboid hypotheses from a detected 2D
bounding box, we search along the ray extending from the
camera center through the center of the bounding box. We
assume that the direction of the gravity vector is known, and
that objects lie on a flat surface. So the only free parameters
for a cuboid hypothesis are its distance to the camera along
the ray and its yaw.
Let c = (b, p, d, y) be a cuboid whose distance to the
camera is d and whose yaw is y. b is its corresponding
bounding box, as given by the object detector, and p is the
bounding box of its projection into the image plane. The
semantic label of c is denoted by lab(c) which is the same
as the detected semantic label of the bounding box, denoted
as lab(b). For any bounding box x, we denote its position in
the image as lef t(x), top(x), right(x) and bottom(x).
We begin by generating many cuboids at discrete distance
and yaw intervals. We denote this initial set of cuboids for
bounding box b as Cb . Then, for each c in Cb , we perform
coordinate descent on d and y to maximize the following
objective:

ψ = Ψcont (ΓAB , Xci ,cj )
Then a relevance-aware contextual score is defined as
(
ψ if ψ > ΓAB
τ
AB
Ψrel (Γ , Xci ,cj ) =
0 otherwise

argmind,y |lef t(b) − lef t(p)| + |top(b) − top(p)|+
(2)

ΓAB
τ

where
is the relevance threshold. Under the relevanceaware scoring scheme, the monitor-keyboard in our example
will receive a low value of ψ due to the spatial constraints
imposed by their 2D bounding boxes. Thus, their relevanceaware score Ψrel will be zero, effectively turning off the
contextual relationship between them. This prevents our
object pose estimator from favoring the result in 3a, and
achieves a more accurate result in 3b.
IV. M ETHOD
Given a pair of RGB images, Ir and It , taken from
a reference camera pose Pr and a transformed camera

|right(b) − right(p)| + |bottom(b) − bottom(p)|
The many initial cuboids allow our method to produce
hypotheses that cover various equally valid explanations of
the 3D object, such as close-up views of a narrow side versus
farther views of a broad side, and symmetries such as the left
or right side of a car. After optimizing every initial cuboid
until it maximizes the projection agreement locally, we prune
away redundant cuboids whose distance and yaw are similar
up to a threshold. This leaves us with a refined set of cuboids
Cb0 , which we use in the next step.
B. Generating Scenes
Let B = {b} be the set of all detected bounding boxes in
an image. We now generate a set of scene hypotheses where

each scene is s = {c1 , c2 , ...cn } such that each bounding box
b ∈ B is explained by one cuboid c ∈ s.
To efficiently generate likely scenes, we sequentially select
objects based on contextual constraints. Let ci , called the
seed, be a cuboid hypothesis for bounding box bi . Then for
every other bounding box bo ∈ B \ {bi }, we select a cuboid
co ∈ Cb0 o such that the contextual score between ci and co is
maximized. To obtain the contextual score, we compose the
FGD descriptor between ci and co , denoted as Xci ,co , and
use equation 2 to compute Ψrel (Γlab(ci ),lab(co ) , Xci ,co ).
We generate a scene using every cuboid hypothesis as the
seed. This gives us a large set of scenes S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sm }.
We filter out redundant scenes in S, keeping only ones that
are sufficiently different from each other.

e1 by normalizing cent(c1r )−cent(c2r ), a second basis vector
e2 by finding the unit vector orthogonal to the plane formed
by the 3 centroid points, and a third one e3 by computing
the cross product of e1 and e2 . Performing this operation
for both {c1r , c2r , c3r } and {c1t , c2t , c3t } gives us two bases: Er
and Et respectively. We can then form a frame of reference
Fr using Er and the centroid of {c1r , c2r , c3r }, as well as Ft
using Et and the centroid of {c1t , c2t , c3t }. From here, it is
straightforward to find change of frame transformations Tr
and Tt that allow us to express the poses of all cuboids in
sr in the frame of Fr and all cuboids in st in the frame of
Ft .
Let (c0r , c0t ) be a correspondence that is not contained in
the sample. This correspondence is considered an inlier if

C. Scene Refinement
We find it helpful to refine each scene s ∈ S by using
coordinate descent to fine-tune the pose of each cuboid c ∈ s
such that the scene is contextually coherent overall. To this
end, we perform the following optimization

||Tr cent(c0r ) − Tt cent(c0t )||2 < τ
where τ is the inlier threshold. The score of the sample is
defined as
X
1
0 ) − T cent(c0 )|| + 1
||T
cent(c
r
t
t 2
r
0
0
(cr ,ct )∈Q

argmax{∀c:c∈s}

X

lab(ci ),lab(cj )

1i6=j Ψrel (Γ

, Xci ,cj ) (3)

i,j∈s

Recall that the free parameters of a cuboid c are its
distance to the camera d and its yaw y. By searching only
over these two parameters, we incorporate the constraints
imposed by the bounding box detection, without having to
explicitly insert an additional term into the optimization.
At this point, we keep only the k top scoring hypotheses
based on the criteria in equation 3. This is useful for reducing
the search space for the subsequent step, in which we
exhaustively search over all pairs of scenes extracted from
the two images.
D. Finding Scene Correspondence
Let Sr and St be the scenes generated from images Ir and
It respectively. We now seek a scene sr ∈ Sr and a scene
st ∈ St such that the cuboids in sr and st are consistent
both in terms of semantic labels and 3D spatial positions.
We exhaustively consider every pair (sr , st ). For each pair,
we find all possible correspondences between the cuboids
based on their semantic label. A correspondence is denoted
as q = (cr , ct ) such that cr ∈ sr and ct ∈ st and lab(cr ) =
lab(ct ). Let Q be the set of all possible correspondences.
Next, we use a sampling-based approach to search for
a subset of correspondences in Q that are most likely
to be correct. A sample consists of 3 correspondences,
drawn randomly from Q. This gives us 3 unique cuboids
{c1r , c2r , c3r } ∈ sr and 3 cuboids {c1t , c2t , c3t } ∈ st .
Having 3 correspondences allows us to construct a reference frame Fr based on {c1r , c2r , c3r } and a reference frame Ft
based on {c1t , c2t , c3t }. If we have sampled correct correspondences, then the relative transformation between these frames
will allow us to align the remaining cuboids in the scenes.
Let cent(c) denote the centroid of a cuboid c. Then using
cent(c1r ), cent(c2r ), and cent(c3r ), it is possible to form a 3dimensional orthonormal basis. We can form one basis vector

After generating many samples, we rank the samples
first by the number of inliers, then by the score, both in
descending order.
E. Estimating Camera Transformation
At this point, we can simply compute the change of frame
Tt−r from Ft to Fr using our highest-ranking sample, and
report it as the camera transformation between the views.
This works fine in most cases, but there are several edge
cases that can sometimes result in unreasonable estimates.
We have identified two primary sources of error. Firstly,
if there are many objects of the same semantic label (i.e.,
many bottles lined up across a shelf), then correspondences
between objects can become highly ambiguous. Clutter often
makes it easy for incorrect matches to accidentally align.
Secondly, if all three objects in a sample lie roughly on a
line, then very small noise in the objects’ poses could cause
huge errors in the camera transformation estimate.
To tackle the first problem, we assume that the camera
stays roughly at eye level and reject any unlikely camera
transformations (i.e. camera turns upside-down). To address
the second problem, we make a modification earlier in the
sampling stage. If the cuboids {c1r , c2r , c3r } obtained from a
sample are close to being co-linear, we immediately reject
the sample.
V. DATA
We
evaluate
our
approach
using
two
handheld
SLAM
sequences
(fr2/desk
and
fr3/long office household) in the publicly
available TUM RGB-D SLAM Dataset [1]. These sequences
consist of RGB-D videos of indoor scenes with 6-dof
camera poses. Note that our pipeline does not use the depth
image.
Since our aim is to evaluate our algorithm’s ability to
handle large changes in camera pose, we filter the sequences
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Fig. 4: Translation (left) and rotation (right) error as a function of ground truth baseline between images for four variants
of our method. In all cases, error bars indicate one standard deviation. In most cases full context is superior.

Fig. 5: Visualization of our pose estimates. The reference camera is shown in white, the ground truth camera transformation
in green, and our estimate in red. The first two rows show low-error estimates for large baselines (top) and smaller baselines
(middle). The third row shows incorrect estimates with large errors. Reconstructed bounding cuboids are shown in green.

such that between each consecutive frame, the camera translation is at least 30 cm or the rotation is at least 10 degrees.
We take the remaining frames f1 , ...fn , and perform the
following operation to generate pairs of frames: for each fi ,
we form pairs (fi , fi+1 )...(fi , fi+8 ). This procedure gives us
a set of frames whose relative translation ranges between 0.2
and 1.4 meters, and whose relative rotation ranges from 4 to
43 degrees. For each pair (fi , fj ), we also keep the reversed
pair (fj , fi ). After performing object detection using Faster-

RCNN [3], we remove each pair (fi , fj ) if less than 4
objects are correctly detected in both fi and fj . While
this requirement of overlapping objects may seem to hinder
generality, we argue that a robotics system that uses our
approach could actively seek advantageous viewing angles
that maximize the number of objects in view. The objects
we consider in our implementation are monitor, keyboard,
mouse, and cup.

VI. R ESULTS
We have evaluated the pose estimation accuracy of our
approach against the ground truth camera poses available
with the dataset. Figure 4 holds results for all method
variants. We experiment with keeping only co-planar contextual constraints between objects (coplanar only), removing
coplanar constraints (context w/o coplanarity), and removing
contextual cues altogether (no context). To analyze the error
of each method as a function of the real baseline between
images we group pairs into five bins for translation and five
for rotation.
We would normally expect the error to increase as baseline
grows, since larger baselines are more likely to lead to
occlusion and different parts of the scene being visible in the
in the two images. However, we see that for “full context”
and “coplanarity only”, no such trend is observed. This is
evidence that our object-based approach is robust to large
changes in viewpoint.
In general, utilizing all available contextual cues is effective, although the coplanarity aspect of the context model has
proven to typically make a larger contribution to performance
than the object-specific cues such as yaw alignment.
In Figure 5 we show visualizations of our pose estimation
results. The reference camera is drawn in white, the ground
truth camera transformation in green, and our estimated
camera transformation in red. The first two rows show
estimates with low errors, and the third row shows incorrect
estimates with large errors. Reconstructed bounding cuboids
are also shown in green.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have described a method to estimate the pose of a
moving camera as well as that of each of the objects in
the scene based upon 2D object recognitions and several
types of prior contextual knowledge. By inferring depths
and angles for each object relative to each camera, we
create “scenes”, which are groups of objects that fit expected
spatial layouts. These scene samples in each image provide
sufficient geometric information to solve for the camera
pose, as long as sufficiently many corresponding objects
can be found. Our results demonstrate that context is an
essential element in this process, as scene samples that only
use independent-object geometric constraints provide much
worse pose estimation. With context, we are able to estimate
camera pose across significant ground truth translation and
rotations, using solely object information.
Our approach is intended to interface with higher-level
reasoning such as object manipulation, natural language instructions or multi-robot localization. For these purposes, the
outputs of our module will seed a sensor-feedback behavior
that will servo to one of our detected objects or guide
the camera to gain new visual information. The 3D object
information used as our map representation is ideal for this
interaction. We also hope to embed our object and context
constraints within a visual odometry method that utilizes both
local visual features and object information. We believe that
objects will prove to be useful when drastic changes such as

blur, lighting or weather destroys the high resolution required
for local feature matching, leading to an accurate and robust
approach.
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